Color disagreement among histological images may affect the performance of computeraided histological image analysis. So, one of the most important and challenging tasks in histological image analysis is to diminish the color variation among the images, maintaining the histological information contained in them. In this regard, the paper proposes a new circular clustering algorithm, termed as rough-fuzzy circular clustering. It integrates judiciously the merits of rough-fuzzy clustering and cosine distance. The rough-fuzzy circular clustering addresses the uncertainty due to vagueness and incompleteness in stain class definition, as well as overlapping nature of multiple contrasting histochemical stains. The proposed circular clustering algorithm incorporates saturationweighted hue histogram, which considers both saturation and hue information of the given histological image. The efficacy of the proposed method, along with a comparison with other state-of-the-art methods, is demonstrated on publicly available hematoxylin and eosin stained fifty-eight benchmark histological images.
Introduction
Histology is defined as the microscopic study of tissue sections to analyze the manifestation of diseases under consideration. The most important property of histological data is the presence of enormous amount of information, compared to radiological and other imaging modalities. As a result, automated diagnosis based on histological data produces more accurate results than other imaging modalities. To ease pathologists' analysis, tissue samples collected from different biopsy sets are stained with several histochemical reagents, which in turn highlight different cellular structures. Staining not only highlights different cellular components, but also provides useful information in proper diagnosis of several pathological conditions [1] . Hence, in histological image analysis, color plays an important role in identification of different histological components.
The most important problem in histological image analysis is the unacceptable variation in stained tissue color. The color representation of the stained histological images may vary due to various factors, such as, manual tissue specimen preparation, orientation of lens aperture, variation in staining routine, different quality stains from different manufacturer, etc. As a result, numerical features, extracted from these histological images with an observable variation in color representation, may be inaccurate and may lead to difficulty in image interpretation by computer-aided systems [2, 3] . Hence, deviation in color representation affects proper detection, trustworthy diagnosis and gradation of the diseases under consideration. The color disagreement creates difficulty in image interpretation by software trained on a particular color appearance.
In digital histology, normalization algorithms play a pivotal role to reduce the color disagreement among the images. As the color normalization methods try to reduce color deviation among the images, similar cellular structures in different images should exhibit similar color representation. Thus, the resulting images facilitate subsequent image segmentation and feature extraction, eventually improving the accuracy of the computer-aided diagnosis system. The most popular approach in this domain is the histogram specification approach, which maps color representation of a source/query image to that of a pre-specified template image [4] . In another variation of histogram specification [5] , color map quantile matching is used for color normalization. As these methods do not investigate the actual reasons associated with color variation problem, histological information is not expected to be kept intact after color normalization. Another group of color normalization approaches follows the color transfer technique, where each image is converted from RGB color space to Lαβ color space, as referred in [6] , and corresponding to each image channel, mean and standard deviation are computed. Based on the source and template image channel statistics, source image is standardized [7] .
Color normalization approach based on stain separation considers local information of the image content and tries to deal with the actual reasons associated with color variation among the images. To normalize the color of histological images, a non-linear Bezier curve-fitting based mapping approach is used in [2] . In this method, global stain color descriptor and local pixel-level information are fed to a relevance vector machine for classifying each pixel to a particular stain class. In [8] , each RGB pixel is first transformed to corresponding optical density (OD) values and the OD values are projected onto a plane, spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to two largest eigenvalues computed from singular value decomposition of the OD pixels. In [9] , the histological images within the set are subjected to an illumination normalization module to get rid of color variation due to illumination inconsistency. After converting the RGB image to corresponding HSI counterpart, saturation-weighted hue histogram is computed, and finally k-means clustering is performed to accomplish the pixel clustering task. A sparse non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) based blind stain estimation procedure is proposed in [10] , where the imposed sparsity on the NMF objective function ensures the uniqueness of the solution.
In general, the stain classes are overlapping with each other. This overlapping nature of multiple contrasting histochemical stains introduces the uncertainty in stain class definition. Most of the aforementioned methods do not consider the overlapping characteristics of histochemical reagents. In [11] , a circular mixture modeling based blind stain decomposition method is recently proposed, which considers the physical constraints such as non-negativity of the decomposed matrices as well as overlapping property of the histochemical stains. However, this method does not address the uncertainty due to vagueness and incompleteness in stain class definition.
In this regard, a new circular clustering algorithm, termed as rough-fuzzy circular clustering, is proposed for color normalization of histological images. The proposed method incorporates the merits of both rough sets and fuzzy sets. While rough sets deal with the uncertainty, vagueness and incompleteness in stain class definition, fuzzy sets address the overlapping nature of histochemical reagents. The proposed method also integrates saturation-weighted hue histogram to reduce the impact of less-saturated achromatic pixels on stain color estimation. The efficiency of the proposed method, along with a comparison with other state-of-the-art methods, is demonstrated on fifty-eight standard histological images.
Proposed Method
The stain color appearance map and stain density map, corresponding to each histology image, can be estimated using a stain decomposition method. In the proposed method, the stain decomposition is performed following the transmission light microscopy based image model [9] . Since the stain vectors intersect among each other at the origin in the OD domain, at first each image is mapped to OD space and then decomposed to extract the stain color appearance map and corresponding stain density map. The stain color appearance map or the spectrum matrix is estimated using a circular clustering, referred to as rough-fuzzy circular clustering, which follows next.
Rough-Fuzzy Circular Clustering
In the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm, each stain class is designated by a cluster prototype, a crisp lower approximation region, and a fuzzy boundary region. Let us suppose that the lower approximation and boundary region, corresponding to the i-th stain class β i , are represented by A(β i ) and B(β i ), respectively. The upper approximation A(β i ) of stain class β i is then defined by
According to the notions of lower approximation and boundary region of rough sets, if the j-th hue x j lies in the lower approximation A(β i ) of the i-th stain class β i , then x j / ∈ A(β k ), ∀k = i and also x j / ∈ B(β i ), ∀i. That is, hue x j certainly belongs to the stain class β i . Hence, the weights of the hue values, belonging to the lower approximation region of a particular stain class, should be independent of other centroids and stain classes, and should not be coupled with their similarity with respect to other centroids. Also, the hue values lying in lower approximation of a particular stain class should have identical influence on respective centroid and stain class. On the other hand, if a hue value x j belongs to the boundary region B(β i ) corresponding to the i-th stain class β i , then x j possibly lies in β i and potentially belongs to another stain class. Hence, the hue values lying in boundary regions should have different influence on the centroids and stain clusters.
To estimate the stain class representative vectors, the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm uses a saturation-weighted (SW) hue histogram H sw , instead of standard hue histogram. It has been shown in [12] that, the standard hue histogram exhibits a number of sharp ridges, attributed by achromatic pixels. Thus, the hue values corresponding to the achromatic region are ill-defined and insignificant for the pixels possessing low saturation values. As a result, color distribution analysis, based on standard hue histogram, produces insignificant and erroneous results. The effects of the achromatic pixels on the standard hue histogram can be reduced by computing saturation-weighted hue histogram H sw as follows:
Here, I denotes a digital histological image. The hue and saturation values, corresponding to the k-th pixel in the HSI color space, are represented by h k and s k , respectively. The proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm clusters the saturation-weighted hue histogram H sw , corresponding to a histological image I, into c stain classes (an achromatic region and (c − 1) stain regions) by minimizing the following objective function, defined over a parameter set ψ:
where the parameters ω and (1−ω) control relative importance between lower approximation and boundary region corresponding to each stain class, and
Here, x j represents the j-th hue and v i denotes the i-th centroid corresponding to the i-th stain class β i , m ∈ [1, ∞) represents the fuzzifier and µ ij ∈ [0, 1], represents the fuzzy membership of the j-th hue into i-th stain class β i . Hence, the parameter set ψ is given by ψ = {v i , µ ij }.
Combining (2) and (4), the objective function J B (ψ), corresponding to the boundary regions, can be written as follows:
Optimization of J B (ψ) with respect to µ ij , subject to the constraint
the following Lagrangian function:
where λ denotes Lagrange's multiplier. Differentiating J B (ψ) partially with respect to µ ij , we get
Here,
Substituting (8) in (7), the membership function µ ij can be estimated as follows:
It is clearly observed from (9) that the computation of membership function µ ij is dependent on the fuzzifier value m. The computation of cluster prototype depends on the weighted average of crisp lower approximation and fuzzy boundary region corresponding to each stain class. The effects of both fuzzy membership, and lower approximation and boundary regions are incorporated in the computation of the centroid. The centroid v i , corresponding to the i-th stain class β i , is computed by differentiating (2) partially with respect to v i , as follows:
where
It is evident from (10) that the computation of centroid depends on selection of the parameter ω. As the hue values corresponding to lower approximation region certainly belong to a specific stain class, they are supposed to be assigned a higher weightage ω compared to a lower weightage (1 − ω), assigned to the hues belonging to the boundary region.
Proposed Algorithm and Color Normalization
The optimization of J(ψ) using the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm is based on an alternating optimization method, referred as Picard iteration, through (9) and (10) . The procedure starts by initializing the parameters v (0) i and µ (0) ij corresponding to (c − 1) stain regions and an achromatic region. Depending on the circular nature of hue, circular thresholding method of [13] is utilized to produce approximate partitions corresponding to the achromatic region and different stain regions. The initial cluster prototype v (0) i , corresponding to both stain and achromatic regions, can be computed from the saturation-weighted hue histogram H sw using the initial parameter estimation method, proposed in [11] . The fuzzy memberships, associated to all hues, are then computed using (9) . The basic steps of the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm are outlined as follows:
; otherwise x j ∈ B(β i ) and x j ∈ B(β k ).
5. Update µ ij considering the lower approximation and boundary regions for c classes and n hues.
Compute new centroid v i as per (10).
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6, by incrementing κ, until |µ
Stop.
The spectrum matrix can be computed from the cluster centroids representing each stain class. The cluster prototype, v i , i = 1, 2, · · · , c, estimated from the proposed circular clustering algorithm, is considered to be the representative hue h i for the i-th stain class β i . The saturation s i and intensity value y i , corresponding to the representative hue h i , are computed using the saturation-weighted statistics, described in [9] . The HSI domain representative stain vector , where I b denotes the intensity value corresponding to a background pixel. The stain density value corresponding to a pixel p can be evaluated using the following equation:
As the spectrum matrix and corresponding stain density map should satisfy the element-wise nonnegativity constraint, the NMF is applied to refine the decomposition solution:
Here, 0 represents element-wise non-negativity corresponding to the factor matrices. Using the template image stain color appearance map W * , the source image color is normalized maintaining the stain density information X * associated with each pixel of the source image. The block diagram of the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering based color normalization method is depicted in Figure 1 . 
Experimental Results and Discussions
The performance of the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering based stain separation method is studied extensively and compared with that of different existing methods, such as plane fitting (PF) [8] , HTN method as referred in [9] , structure-preserving color normalization (SPCN) [10] and expectationmaximization (EM) based circular mixture modeling [11] . The performance of the proposed method in color normalization is also compared with several color normalization techniques, namely, color transfer (CT) technique [7] , stain color description (SCD) [2] as well as PF [8] , HTN [9] , and SPCN [10] . In the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering method, experimentally it has been observed that the algorithm performs best for δ = 0.1 and weight parameter ω = 0.55.
Description of Data Set
To assess the performance of several stain decomposition and color normalization approaches, publicly available UCSB Breast Cancer Cell Data, published by University of California, Santa Barbara [14] , is used. This histology image set consists of 58 images: 32 non-cancerous benign cell and 26 cancerous malignant cell images, collected from ten hematoxylin (H) and eosin (E) stained breast cancer biopsy sets. As UCSB data set comprises of images stored in 24 bit nonlinear RGB format, each image in this set is transformed to linear RGB space before analysis [15] . Each image has dimension 896 × 768. 
Illustrative Example

Relevance of Saturation-Weighted Hue Histogram
In order to ensure the usefulness of saturation-weighted hue histogram over the standard hue histogram, extensive analysis is performed on UCSB data set, and corresponding results are reported in Table 1 . The UCSB data set consists of 10 biopsy sets: 9 of them contain 6 images each, whereas another contains only 4 images. It can be assumed that the images within the same biopsy set have undergone similar type of staining treatment. As a result, the images within the same biopsy set are expected to produce similar or consistent spectrum vectors. Based on this intuition, the standard deviation (σ) values of the estimated stain vectors of all the images, corresponding to the same biopsy set, are summarized in Table  1 (values are represented in 10 −2 scale). As the spectrum vectors, corresponding to the same biopsy set, must exhibit low standard deviation, the smallest σ value, associated to respective matrix element, is marked in bold. It can be observed from Table 1 that the saturation-weighted hue histogram attains lowest σ values in 21 and 17 cases, out of 30 cases each for H-stain and E-stain, respectively, while the standard hue histogram achieves lowest σ in only 10 and 13 cases. Moreover, the consistency of the color distribution, after color normalization, is evaluated with respect to normalized median intensity (NMI) [16] measure. The comparative performance analysis of two hue histograms is performed by means of tables of mean, median, standard deviation, and p-values computed using both paired-t (one-tailed) and Wilcoxon signed rank (one-tailed) tests. From the results reported in Table 2 , it can be observed that the saturation-weighted hue histogram produces highest mean and median values for NMI and performs significantly better than the standard hue histogram, considering 0.05 as the level of significance. Note: σX represents the standard deviation of the estimated stain vectors of X-stain, corresponding to all images of the same biopsy set; X ∈ {H, E}
Significance of Rough Sets
To establish the significance of the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm over its hard and fuzzy counterparts, the results on UCSB data set are reported in Table 3 . It can be seen from the results of Table 3 that the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm achieves lowest σ values in 15 and 18 cases for H-stain and E-stain, respectively, while hard and fuzzy clustering attain lowest σ in 10 and 14, and 13 and 3 cases, respectively. Moreover, the proposed circular clustering algorithm provides significantly better NMI values, compared to both hard and fuzzy clustering as observed in Table 2 . The proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering algorithm performs significantly better than its hard and fuzzy counterparts as the incorporation of rough sets can efficiently handle uncertainty in stain class definition due to incompleteness and vagueness.
Performance of Different Algorithms
In order to establish the efficacy of the proposed rough-fuzzy circular clustering based stain estimation method, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of different state-of-the-art stain separation methods, namely, PF [8] , HTN [9] , SPCN [10] , and EM [11] and the results are summarized in Table 4 . It is observed from Table 4 that the proposed method achieves lowest standard deviation (σ) values in 11 and 12 cases, out of 30 cases each, corresponding to H-stain and E-stain, respectively. On the other hand, the existing PF, HTN, SPCN, EM exhibit lowest σ values in 1 and 7, 8 and 6, 3 and 4, and 7 and 1 cases, respectively, corresponding to H-stain and E-stain. The results reported in Table  4 ensure that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art blind stain separation and stain estimation methods. The color consistency within the normalized images is next evaluated for the proposed method as well as other color normalization methods using the NMI index, and corresponding results are reported in Table 5 . From the results reported in Table 5 , it is evident that the proposed method produces highest mean and median values as compared to other color normalization methods. Moreover, the paired-t and Wilcoxon signed rank tests ensure that the proposed method performs significantly better than the existing color normalization approaches. The qualitative comparison of different color normalization methods is presented in Figure 3 . The results reported in Table 5 and Figure 3 establish the fact that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art color normalization methods as per the color consistency after color normalization is concerned.
Conclusion
In histological image analysis, color normalization is one of the most important and foremost tasks, as the presence of color disagreement among the images may affect the performance of automated histological image analysis. In this regard, the contributions of this paper are mainly two-fold: (i) the development of a new circular clustering algorithm, designed for color normalization of histological images, which judiciously integrates the merits of rough sets and fuzzy set theory; and (ii) demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed method, along with a comparison with other state-of-the-art methods, on standard H&E Note: σX represents the standard deviation of the estimated stain vectors of X-stain, corresponding to all images of the same biopsy set; X ∈ {H, E} stained histological image set. The proposed method deals with the overlapping nature of stain classes as well as addresses the non-negativity constraint corresponding to stain color appearance map and corresponding stain density map. From the reported quantitative and qualitative results, it is clear that the proposed method outperforms existing stain separation as well as color normalization approaches, in terms of satisfying the physical constraints and maintaining the within-image color consistency after color normalization. Moreover, the proposed method does not need any prior information other than the information about the number of stains involved in the staining treatment of histological images under consideration. Note: σX represents the standard deviation of the estimated stain vectors of X-stain, corresponding to all images of the same biopsy set; X ∈ {H, E} 
